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$1. INTRODUCTION 
THIS PAPER is concerned with noncompact 3-manifolds. The two primary purposes are (1) to 
introduce techniques (centered around an object called an end reduction) for working with 
noncompact 3-manifolds and (2) to use these techniques to analyze the ends of certain 
noncompact 3-manifolds (done in the End Description Theorem below). The hypotheses that 
we place on the ends to be analyzed are weaker than those assumed in previous papers of this 
nature (e.g., [ 10,22, 14]), and thus the set of end types encountered is correspondingly larger. 
There are several secondary results. The End Description Theorem leads to a new 
characterization of Euclidean 3-space (R3), and gives some information on which closed, 
irreducible 3-manifolds are covered by R3. In particular we rediscover the little known and 
seemingly unrecorded result that if M is a closed, irreducible 3-manifold, then whether .M is 
covered by R3 depends only on rci (M), and we show that M must be covered by W3 if n, (M) 
belongs to a certain class of finitely presented groups. As of this writing there is no tinitely 
presented group (3-manifold group or otherwise) that is known not to be in this class. (See 
below for discussion.) At the end of the paper we classify those ends that have been analyzed 
(the End Classification Theorem). 
In the present paper the manifolds whose ends we analyze will have compact boundary 
and will be irreducible near m, even though an analysis of the ends is possible in manifolds 
that do not have these restrictions. End reductions exhibit particularly nice behavior in the 
presence of irreducibility, and the restriction to compact boundary eliminates many messy 
details. In a second paper [2] we will give our results in full generality. The present paper is 
separated from [2] because the properties of end reductions used and the details of the 
analysis in the two papers will be different; because the shorter, cleaner arguments in the 
present paper will serve as an easier introduction to the general techniques; and because in the 
setting of the present paper we can classify the end types encountered as well as give a 
description. 
The techniques in this paper and [Z] and the notion of an end reduction are based on an 
idea in [6]. In [6], Brown and Feustel express the hope that their idea would prove useful to 
others working with noncompact 3-manifolds. We present our papers as evidence that their 
hope was well-founded, and we further express the hope that the ideas in these papers will also 
prove useful to others working with noncompact 3-manifolds. 
In the rest of this introduction, $1.1 states the End Description Theorem and discusses its 
consequences. In $1.2 we outline the proof of the End Description Theorem, and give the 
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background for the approach we take. In 51.3 we set up machinery to fill in some details in 
comments made above, and to compare our results to existing results. Basic notation and 
definitions are in $1.4. The proof of the End Description Theorem occupies the bulk of this 
paper ($9 2-7). Properties of end reductions are developed concurrently with the proof of the 
End Description Theorem ($4 2-6). The End Classification Theorem is in $8. 
1.1. The End Description Theorem and irs consequences 
The End Description Theorem (EDT) assumes certain homotopy properties about a 
manifold, and then “reveals” its end structure by concluding that the manifold has the same 
end structure as one of a fixed collection of well understood manifolds. The phrase “has the 
same end structure” is made rigorous by the next definition. We say that two noncompact 
manifolds li,, U, are end homeomorphic if there are compact submanifolds Ki E ci, i = 1,2, 
~ - 
so that the pairs ( ui - Ki , Fr(CTi - Ki)), i = 1, 2, are homeomorphic. 
To discuss the properties assumed by the EDT, we note that a map f: X + Y is proper 
iff - r (K) is compact whenever K E Y is compact. If r: S’ + X is a loop and X is contained 
in Y, then we say !x pushes to the ends of Y in X if there is a proper map 6 : St x [0, x) + Y 
so that ~51.5’ x (0) = a and so that the image of Cc lies in X. If Y is noncompact, we say 
Y is end l-movable if for every compact K E Y, there is a compact L c Y with K c L so 
that all loops in Y - L push to the ends of Y in Y - K. A 3-manifold is irreducible if every 
embedded 2-sphere bounds a 3-cell. 
We now give the collection of well understood manifolds that are referred to in the EDT. 
If J4 is a 3-manifold, then to form a space ,M u (I’ x I) where I = [0, 11, and 
A4 n (Z2 x I) = (5M) n (Z2 X Z) = I2 X (0, I} 
is to add a l-handle to hf. If F G ?.\I has (1’ x (0, 11) c F, then the handle is added along F. 
If F and G in SM are disjoint, (I’ x (0)) c F, and (I’ x (1)) E G, then the handle joins F to 
G. Let A be a nonempty set of consecutive integers. For each a E A, a < 0, let Q, be homeo- 
morphic to S’ x D2 (a solid torus). For each UEA, a 2 0, let Q, be R, x I, where R, is a 
closed, connected, orientable surface other than a 2-sphere. For each UE A, let ?+Q, be 
~Qllfora~OorR,x{ljfora20.Foreacha~Awith(a+1)~AletJ,beal-handle 
joining ?+QII to S+Qo+t. Assume all the Q. and J, are pairwise disjoint except as 
required in the previous sentence, and let H be the union of all the Qa and all the J,. 
An open 3-manifold is Hawaiian if it is homeomorphic to H -aH where H is as con- 
structed above. If the set A is infinite, we say the Hawaiian manifold is of infinite type, 
otherwise it is of finite type. We use the term Hawaiian since if X is a standardly embedded 
Hawaiian earring in S3 (X lies in some tame 2-sphere in S3), then S3 -X is the one 
ended Hawaiian manifold of infinite type. We leave it as an exercise to the reader to 
describe all Hawaiian manifolds as S3 -X where X is a compact l-dimensional 
subset of S’. If ci is a connected noncompact 3-manifold, then we say U is Hawaiian- 
ended if C’ is end homeomorphic to a finite disjoint union of Hawaiian manifolds. Note for 
example that if F is a closed orientable surface other than a 2-sphere, then F x [0, m,) is 
Hawaiian-ended but not Hawaiian. 
We can now state: 
THEOREM 1.1. (End Description Theorem) An orientable, connected, noncompact 3- 
manifold U is Hawaiian-ended i,ff ZU is compact, there exists a connected, compact, 
nonemptJ K in U ,i,ith U -K irreducible, arld U is end 1-movable. 
The “only if” direction is left to the reader. The “if” direction will occupy the next six 
sections. (The End Classification Theorem (Theorem 8.1) gives necessary and sufficient 
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conditions for two 3-manifolds as described by Theorem 1.1 to be end homeomorphic. See 
$8.) We note that the irreducibility assumption is quite restrictive given the examples of Scott 
in [18] of noncompact j-manifolds that cannot be written as connected sums of prime 3- 
manifolds. In [Z] we will give an End Description Theorem for all orientable, end l-movable 
3-manifolds. We also note that Z3 is the only noncompact 3-manifold that is irreducible but 
contains no K as in the statement of Theorem 1.1. However, many noncompact, non- 
irreducible 3-manifolds contain such a K. 
Our characterization of R3 reads as follows. 
(A) If U is an opetr, irreducible 3-tnanifold char is end I-movable and has H,(U) = 0, 
then U is homeomorphic to R3. 
Proof. If Ii is open and irreducible, H,(U) = 0 and Cl $ R3, then Theorem 1.1 would 
apply since H,(U) = 0 implies that L; is orientable. Thus U would be Hawaiian-ended. 
Assume that this happens. Let V be a Hawaiian manifold that is end homeomorphic to Li and 
let V = H - SH as in the definition of Hawaiian. There are compact K c CT, K’ E V with 
(6 - K, Fr (U - K)) homeomorphic to ( Y- K’ , Fr ( V- K' )). We can assume (by enlarging 
K and K’ if necessary) that ?K’ is a connected, closed surface other than S2 and that V- K’ 
(where the closure now is with respect to H) has the form dK’ x [0, l] plus other spaces 
attached to 2K’ x {lj by l-handles. From this we get that Y-K’ retracts to dK’ and ci 
retracts to K. However, ;K’ (and thus also SK) is not a 2-sphere. This implies that 
H, (K) f 0 and thus H, (U) 7 0, a contradiction. 
This gives information about covering spaces because of the following fact which is one 
more variation on a collection of lemmas that have appeared several times in print. The proofs 
of all the variations are almost identical. See 91.3 below for details. 
(B) Let p: 8 --f X be a coveritlg projection of connected CW-complexes where X is compact. 
Then whether x is end l-movable depends only on the group pair (x,X, p*7cl%). 
Combining this with (A) and the result of [IS] which says that a cover of an irreducible 
3-manifold is irreducible we get: 
(C) Whether a closed, irreducible 3-manifold M is covered by R3 depends only on x1 M. 
Thisis not new. Statement (B) holds with “end 1-movable”replaced either by”n,-stableat 
zo” or by “x,-trivial at co.” (See 91.3 below.) Statement (A) also holds with “end l-movable” 
replaced either by “xl-stable at YJ” [14] or by “n,-trivial at co” [lo, 22-J. In the latter case the 
assumption HI(U) = 0 is superfluous. (Actually [IO] and [22] quote the stronger hypothesis 
“simply connected at x1,” but the proofs given are valid for ‘?,-trivial at cc.“) 
Using (B) we can unambiguously define a finitely presented group 7c to be end l-movable if 
a finite C W-complex X with x,X = 71 has an end l-movable universal cover. Thus (C)can be 
more specifically rewritten as: 
(D) A closed, irreducible 3-manifold M is covered by 172’ ifand only ifnl M is end l-movable. 
A condition stronger than end l-movable is “zl-semistable at a.” (See $1.3 below.) There 
is no finitely presented group that is known not to be n,-semistable at x. (See [ 173.) There are 
many finitely presented 3-manifold groups that are not ‘%,-stable at co.” (For example, 
groups of nontrivial knots-see $1.3 for details.) A natural analog of Statement (D) is false in 
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higher dimensions, as Davis [8] has constructed closed, aspherical 4-manifolds whose 
universal covers are n,-semistable at x) but not n,-stable at a and are thus not W”. 
1.1. Outline of the proof. 
In [7], Brown and Tucker identify the eventually end irreducible 3-manifolds (see $2 
below for a definition equivalent to that in [7]) as a particularly tractable class of noncompact 
3-manifolds. In [S] there is proven a theorem about proper embeddings of planes in 
eventually end irreducible 3-manifolds, and in [6] this theorem is reproven for arbitrary 
3-manifolds. Implicit in the details of [6] is the outline of our approach in the present paper 
and in [2]. We give this outline here. In what follows U is a 3-manifold satisfying the 
hypotheses of the End Description Theorem (Theorem l.l), with emphasis on the fact that U 
is end l-movable. In the outline we state which sections of the present paper contain relevant 
details and definitions. 
1. Given a compact K in U we build a connected open subset VK of U containing K which 
is a “maximal subset of U that is eventually end irreducible rel K” ($2). 
2. We show that VK inherits certain properties from U including end 1-movability, and 
show that V, has some nice properties of its own, including a form of uniqueness and 
certain engulfing powers (993,4). 
3. We analyze the end structure of V,. This is essentially the form the End Description 
Theorem would take given the extra hypothesis of eventual end irreducibility ($6). 
4. For two compact sets K E L in U, we analyze the relationship between VK and V, 
(90% 6). 
5. The information from 3 and 4 above is put together to analyze the end structure of U 
(97). 
The sets V,, VL in the above outline are the “end reductions” that form the core of our 
technique. They turn out to be remarkably well behaved. They inherit a large number of 
properties from the parent manifold as well as end 1-movability, and exhibit a strong from of 
nesting. These will be dealt with in more detail in [2]. In the present paper we only prove what 
is needed for the End Description Theorem. The behavior and construction of end reductions 
should be compared to that of the nucleii of [16] and the canonical open regular 
neighborhoods of [19]. A variation on the end reductions ofthe present paper is used in [3] to 
extend the results of [6]. 
One remark is in order. A key lemma (Lemma 1.1) of [6] has no counterpart in the present 
paper. It could have been included, and stronger forms of the “inheritance” theorems 
(Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 below) could have been proven. This turns out to be unnecessary since 
the end 1-movability hypothesis gives enough information about the parent manifold that the 
weaker “inheritance” theorems suffice. In [6], no hypotheses are put on the 3-manifolds and 
Lemma 1.1 of [6] is necessary. 
1.3. End invariants. 
Here we set up machinery to familiarize the reader with end invariants, to allow us to 
compare our results to similar results in the literature, and to allow for explanations of some 
of the statements earlier in this introduction. We also define one invariant needed in the End 
Classification Theorem ($8). All unsupported statements are left to the reader as straightfor- 
ward exercises. 
Let X be a locally finite C W-complex. An end of X is an equivalence class of sequences of 
open sets { Ui > where Ui + 1 _ c Ui, where n Ui = 0, where each Ui is connected, is nonempty, 
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and has compact frontier, and where we say { Gi } _ { K > if they are cotinal (i.e. each i has aj 
and each j has a k so that Lii z Vj 2 G,). Let E(X) be the set of ends of X. We say U c X is 
bounded if u is compact. If 0’ c X is unbounded with compact frontier, then E(u) is 
naturally a subset of E(X). If e is in E(X), then a neighborhood of e in X is a closed, unbounded 
subset Vof X with compact frontier so that E(V) contains e. If X represents X u E(X), then 
we topologize X by letting a neighborhood of x E X in X be a neighborhood of x in X, and 
letting a neighborhood of eE E(X) in X be Pwhere Vis a neighborhood of e in X. The space 
X is compact and the subspace E(X) is compact and O-dimensional. The space, X, is the 
endpoinr (or Freudenthul) compactifcution of X (originally defined in [ 111). 
Let e be in E(X) represented by {C-i> and let r: [0, a) -+ X be such that for each j there 
is a tj~ [0, so) so that r[tj, x) E Uj. We call r a base ray for e, and we let pro-xi(e;r) be the 
inverse sequence 
7ri (CJ, ; r(tl)) 2 7rI (U,; r(t2)) 2 . . . 
where Bj is the inclusion induced homomorphism followed by the change of base-point 
isomorphism using r 1 [tj, tj+ 1]. We say two inverse sequences ofgroups {Ai, 4i}, {Bi, ei 1 are 
pro-isomorphic if homomorphisms zi, as shown below, exist so that the diagram commutes 
and 1 < i, < iz < . . . 
lf(ui>~{Kl P re resent e and r is a base ray for e using {Vi}, then it is also a base ray for E 
using { K} and the pro-n, (e; r) sequence obtained from { Ui> is pro-isomorphic to the one 
from { F >. If (*) only commutes up to inner automorphisms, then we say { Ai, tii} and { Bi, Oi} 
are conjugate equicalent. If rl and r2 are base rays for e, then pro-rc,(e; rl) is conjugate 
equivalent to pro-rri (e; r2) but they might not be pro-isomorphic. An inverse sequence of 
groups {Ai, $I~> is constanf (surjective) if every $i is an isomorphism (epimorphism). An 
inverse sequence of groups (an end e) is (1) trivial (n,-trivial); (2) stable (rt,-stable); 
(3) semisruble (Tc,-semisruble) if the sequence of groups (if pro-rci(e; r) for some r) is pro- 
isomorphic to (1) the sequence (1); (2) a constant sequence; (3) a surjective sequence. These 
properties are invariant under conjugate equivalence. We say X is (n,-trivial; x,-stub/e; TC~- 
semisruble) at x if each end of X is (rr,-trivial; x,-stable; n,-semistable). 
Theorems exist describing the ends of 3-manifolds that are n,-trivial at x, [lo] and [22], 
and rc,-stable at r: [14] under various hypotheses about boundary and connected 
summands. There are 3-manifolds whose ends are n,-semistable but not n,-stable. This is 
true, for example, for W3 - X and C - X where 
C = {(x, L’, z): x2 +J’ I 16, 0 5: I I} 
and where 
X = { (.K, J, z): z = 0, (.x - (l/n))’ + y2 = (l/n)‘, n a positive integer) 
is the standard Hawaiian earring. For all spaces n,-semistable at x implies end l-movable, 
but the converse is false. Consider 
(**I KLKLKC... 
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where K is a finite 2-complex with TC~ (K) = G, the group described on pp. 82-86 of [9] and 
f,: G, + G, the endomorphism r in [9] that is one-to-one, not onto and has r and r’ differing 
by an inner automorphism. The infinite mapping cyclinder of (**) is a one ended, locally finite 
C W-complex that is end l-movable but not n,-semistable. (See 6.2.7 on p. 86 of [9]. The ends 
that come out of the End Description Theorem of the present paper and [23 are all n,- 
semistable. Thus it will follow that end l-movable implies n,-semistable for orientable 3- 
manifolds. 
We need one homology invariant for $8. Define pro-H,(e) in the manner of pro-n, (e; r). 
The base ray has no effect on homology. We let H, (e) = I& pro-H,(e). 
The behavior of these invariants with respect to covering spaces (Statement (B) and its 
variants as discussed in $1.1 above) is easily analyzed by using the following lemma. The 
lemma seems to cover the numerous versions of Statement (B) that have appeared in print. 
LEMMA 1.2. We assume the following information about the diagram belo\\: 
All spaces are connected CW-complexes M’ith X and Yfinite; the pi are convering projections, 
p2 f’ = fp, and pig’ = gp,; the map (gf), is the identity on 7c1 (X, x0). Then the restriction of g’f’ 
to the l-skeleton of 2 is properly homotopic rei @;’ (x0)) in R to the inclusion of the l-skeleton 
of 8 into Z. 
In the above a homotopy H: A x I + J? is proper if it is proper as a map on A x I. 
We only sketch the proofs of Statement (B) and Lemma 1.2 and leave the details to the 
reader. From the hypothesis of (B) the diagram above without the horizontal maps is 
obtained by discarding all i-cells with i > 2, and it is given that the pairs (7~~ X, p1 *x12) and 
(n,Y, pz * rcl?) are isomorphic. This suffices to conclude the existence off, g, f ‘, and g’, and the 
conclusion of Lemma 1.2 can then be used to verify that end 1-movability (or TI,-stability at 
x), etc.) off implies end 1-movability (or n, -stability at x, etc.) of x. To prove Lemma 1.2 we 
note that the hypothesis implies that the restriction of gf to the l-skeleton X’ of X is 
homotopic rel x0 in X to the inclusion of X’ i;lto X. This homotopy is a map from 
X’ x [0, l] into X and it lifts to a map into 2 of the product of [0, l] with the l-skeleton of.?. 
One checks that this lift is proper using the compactness of X ’ and the properties of covering 
transformations, and one easily shows that this is the homotopy required in the conclusion of 
Lemma 1.2. 
Just as one can define a finitely presented group 7c to be end l-movable (see $1.1 above), 
one can similarly define a finitely presented group n to be 7c 1 -trivial,rc 1 -stableor rr,-semistable. 
That there are finitely presented 3-manifold groups that are n,-semistable but not n,-stable is 
easy to see. For example, consider a compact j-manifold M that is irreducible, has dM 
connected, rr,dM + rtlM an injection and n,dM an infinite subgroup of n, M of infinite 
index. (A cube with a nontrivial knotted hole will do.) It follows from Theorem 8.1 of [21] 
that the universal cover of M is the space C - X described above whose end is rc,-semistable 
but not n,-stable. 
1.4. Definitions, conventions and notation. 
In this paper manifolds may or may not have boundary, and may or may not be 
connected. A surface is a 2-manifold, and a planar surface is one that embeds in the plane. A 
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manifold without boundary which may or may not be connected is closed (open) if it is 
compact (noncompact). All manifolds and maps between them are piecewise linear. A 
handlebody ofgenus n is a space homeomorphic to a regular neighborhood H, of a wedge of n 
circles K, in 3-space. The wedge K, is the core of H,. Aclosed surface homeomorphic to ?H, is 
said to have genus n. To say that li is a submanifold of Vimplies that li is codimension 0 in V 
and b n 2 Vis empty or codimension 0 in 2 V. We use I, R”, S”, D”, respectively, to denote the 
unit interval [0, 11, Euclidean n-space, the n-sphere, the n-ball. If itf is a manifold, we use ~\;r 
for M - z&1. If a space X is contained in a space Y, we use FrX for X n (Y-X ). 
If X c Y, then TC~X + x,Y denotes the inclusion induced homomorphism. If 
(F, CF) c (M, ?M) is a 2-sided surface in a 3-manifold, then F is incompressible in .ci if 
7~~ F + x1 M is one-to-one. An exhausrion (Xi), i 2 0, of a connected, noncompact space 
X is a sequence of subspaces of X with v Xi = X, each Xi compact and con- 
nected, and Xi contained in Xi+ 1 minus the frontier of Xi+r in X. If X is a manifold, 
then the Xi are to be submanifolds. If X is noncompact, e is in E(X) and Z E X, then a 
loop CL: S’ -+ Z pushes LO e in Z if there is a proper map &: S’ x [0, co) -+ X with image 
(c() G Z, 5-l (X -N) bounded for every neighborhood N of e in X, and Cx 1 S’ x (0} = r. 
An isotopy h: X x I -+Y (also written h,: X +Y where CE[O, l] and h, = h/Xx {I;) is a 
map with each h, an embedding. The isotopy is rel Z E X or isfixed on Z E X if h, 1 Z is the 
identity for all t. An isotopy h,: Y + Y is ambient if each h, is a homeomorphism. Not every 
isotopy /I,: Y -+ Y is ambient. 
All homology groups use the integers for coefficients. 
Lastly, general position should be assumed wherever necessary. 
$2. END REDUCTIONS: STATEMENTS 
In this section we describe those characteristic submanifolds of noncompact 3-manifolds 
that we will work with, and we list some of their properties. The proofs that the properties 
hold will appear in $4. However, we start by listing the noncompact j-manifolds to which our 
discussion applies. 
Let 9 be the class of noncompact, connected, orientable 3-manifolds, each of which has 
compact boundary and contains a connected, compact, nonempty subspace whose comp- 
lement is irreducible. Using this notation, we can reword Theorem 1.1 to read as follows. 
THEOREM 1.1. (End Description Theorem) An orientable, noncompact 3-manifold is 
Hawaiian-ended iff it is in 57 and is end l-movable. 
We do not assume that the elements of 9 are end l-movable since that restriction is not 
needed to develop end reductions. 
We can characterize the elements of Z in another way. We first give a definition. If C is a 
connected, noncompact 3-manifold and M is a compact 3-manifold in Cl, then we say .\I is 
regular in U if 
(i) ,LI is connected and nonempty, 
(ii) 2U E M, 
(iii) no component of U - ,M is bounded, and 
(iv) c’ - i’v1 is irreducible, 
The reader can easily show that S consists precisely of those orientable, connected, 
noncompact 3-manifolds that have a regular submanifold. If we take a regular exhausrion to 
be an exhaustion by regular submanifolds, then the following easily proven lemma guarantees 
that every Cr E 9 has a regular exhaustion. 
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LE~IMA 2.1. If U E 3, Sf‘M c U is regular, and if‘ N is a compact, connected s&manifold of 
U with M c N, then U - N is irreducible. If in addition no component of U - N is bounded, 
then N is regular and N - M is irreducible. 
We note that every orientable Hawaiian-ended 3-manifold is in 2. 
For the rest of the paper, if we have c’ E S and .LI a compact submanifold of U with 
ZU E A4, we will let ?,,\I = ZCr and SlA4 = (?AJ~)- (ZOA4) = the frontier of A4 in ci. 
The rest of this section develops the notion of an end reduction. 
For the following definitions U, Y, A4, K, and L are 3-manifolds with U, Y and 1W 
connected, U noncompact with ?Cr compact or empty, Vopen in U with ZU E V, and with 
all of M, K and L compact, each containing ?Li. If A4 c V c U, we say V is end irreducible 
rel M in U if for each K with M c K E V there is an L with K c L c V so that any loop 
in V-L that is trivia1 in U - it1 must be trivial in V-K. If M c U, we say U is end 
irreducible rel M if U is end irreducible rel M in Cr. We say Ci is eventually end irreducible if 
U is end irreducible rel itl for some M E U. Note that if V is end irreducible rel M in Ii, 
then V is end irreducible rel M. 
LEMMA 2.2. If M E V E U are as above, then V is end irreducible rel M in U $V has an 
exhaustion (N,), i 2 0, N, = M, so that for i 2 1, N, is connected, no component ofV - Ni is 
bounded, and Z1 Ni is incompressible in U - M. Further ifno component of U - V is bounded, 
then n’e can require in addition that no component of U - Ni be bounded. 
Proof. This is left as a straightforward exercise to the reader. See also [7, Lemma 3.11 and 
[4, Lemma 2.11. 
If N is a S-manifold with boundary, then: (a) to remove a 1-handlefrom N is to form the 
space N - (0’ x 1) where D2 x I 5 N, (D2 x I) n dN = (SD2 x I), and D2 x (0) bounds no 
disk in 8N; and (b) to add a 2-handle to N is to form the space N u (D2 x 1) where 
(D2 x I) nN = (0’ x I) nZN = (ZD’ x I), 
and D2 x (0) bounds no disk in ?N. The nontriviality requirement on dD2 x {0} in aN is 
important. In either case the space D2 x I is the handle and D’ x {f > is the core of the handle. 
If N E M are 3-manifolds, R is a union of components of dN, S = dN - R, and W is a 
submanifold of M with R E &‘, then to obtain N’from N by completely compressing R in Wis 
to find a finite sequence of submanifolds N = N,, N,, . . . , N, = N’ of M so that S E dNi for 
each i, so that ZN’ -S is incompressible in W, and so that each N,, 1 is obtained from Ni by 
adding or removing a handle Hi with Hi E @, with Hi disjoint from S, with the cores {Di} of 
the {Hi > pairwise disjoint, and with the annuii { dD, x Z} pairwise disjoint and all contained in 
R. If R is compact, then a sequence as just described always exists. If in addition there is a 
w’ c W with R c @ so that v Hi E &‘, then we say that the compressions are confined to 
W’. Note that if N’ is obtained from N by completely compressing R in W, then the 
compressions are confined to W. However note that, given R c W’ c W, in general it is not 
possible to completely compress R in W by compressions confined to W’. We assume the 
reader is familiar enough with these matters to supply proofs of the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let N, M be 3-manifolds with N G Q, let R E N ‘be a’ closed surface 
incompressible in N and assume c^N is incompressible in M. Then R is incompressible 
inM. q 
LEMMA 2.4. Let N c IM be 3-manifolds, let R be a union of components of dN, let W be a 
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submanifold of M with R s \h, and let (F, ?F) E (W, ?W) be incompressible in W. If F E fi, if 
W is irreducible and if N’ is obtainedfrom N by completely compressing R in W, then there is an 
ambient isotopy h,: M ---) Mjxed ojf some compact subset of W so that h,N’ is obtained by 
completely compressing R in W bvith the compressions confined to W-F. Cl 
THEOREM 2.1. (End Reduction Theorem) Let U be in 3 and let M E U be regular. Then 
there exists a connected open subset V of U satisfying: 
(i) M c V, 
(ii) V - M is irreducible, 
(iii) V is end irreducible rel M in U, 
(iv) U -V has no bounded components, and 
(v) (weak engulfing property) ifK G U is regular with M c K and ZIK incompressible 
in U - M, then there is an ambient isotopy h, : U -+ U fixed off a compact subset 
of U - M so that h,, = 1, and K E h,V. 
Proof. Choose a regular exhaustion (n/r,), i 2 0, of U so that M, = 1M and so that, for 
each i 2 1, d, Mi can be completely compressed in U - M, with the compressions confined 
t0 Mi+I -M,. We obtain N, from M, by completely compressing d,Af, in 
II- Al,, so that N, E Ml. Next obtain N, from MI by completely compressing trA4, 
in U-N, SO that N, G M,. By Lemma 2.3, Z,N, is incompressible in U-M,. 
Continuing in this way, and setting N, = iLI,, we get a sequence (Ni), i 2 0, where for 
each i 2 1, Z1 Ni is incompressible in U - M,, and Ni is obtained by completely 
compressing d, lMi in U - N, _ 1. 
Let V* = u Ni and let V be the component of V* containing N,. In what follows let 
Ni = Ni n Y. Property (i) of the conclusion is immediate. For (ii) consider a 
2-sphere S embedded in V-M. It bounds a ball B in fJ - M which lies in some 
&fi -A4. For i large enough we also get S c Ni. The handles used to compress ?l.tl,+, 
miss Ni and thus miss S and B. So B E V. Property (iii) follows from one direction of 
Lemma 2.2. For (iv) assume X is a bounded component of Cl - U, and let W be a compact 
3-manifold in U - A4 with X G ti and a W E V. For some i, d W G &‘i and for some 
j 2 i, W c h?lj. Since X G I@, we must have some component of Z1 Ni in & However, by 
the rules laid out for completely compressing a surface, each component of Z,Ni must 
have nonempty intersection with d,M,. This is a contradiction. To get (v) choose 1Mi 
with K E (Mi - 2, Mi). By Lemma 2.4 there is an ambient isotopy h,: U -+ U fixed off some 
compact subset of U-M so that h, Ni is obtained from Mi by completely compressing 
2, Mi in U - fif with compressions &fined to (U - M) - Z,K. Since cI Mi misses K, SO 
does h,d,Ni. That K c h,NI G h, V follows from the fact that K is connected 
and M E K. 
If U E 3, then to say that Vis an end reduction of U at M, M E U means that M c V E U, 
M is regular in U, and that Vis open and connected in U satisfying (i)-(v) in the statement of 
the End Reduction Theorem. To say that V* is a constructed end reduction of U at M, M G Ii, 
means that M is regular in U, M c V*, and that V* is constructed as the set denoted V* in the 
proof of the End Reduction Theorem is constructed. Every constructed end reduction has a 
component that is an end reduction. We get a partial converse later. The next lemma is 
straightforward from the definition. 
LEMMA 2.5. Zf U G 2, V is an end reduction of U at M, M E U, and h,: V -+ U is an isotopJ 
rel M, with h, the inclusion of V in U, then h,V is an end reduction of U at M. Cl 
The remaining theorems in this section will be proven in $4. 
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THEOREM 2.2. (Strong Engulfing Property) Let U be in Z and let V be an end reduction 
of U at M, M C_ U. Let L E V be regular with M E L and tl L incompressible in U - M. Ij 
K z U is regular with L c K and d,K incompressible in U - L, then there is an ambient 
isotopy h,: U + Ujixed off a compact subset of U - L so that h,, = 1, and K E h,V. 
COROLLARY 2.2.1. If U, M, V and L are as in the statement of Theorem 2.2, then V is an 
end reduction of U at L. 0 
THEOREM 2.3. (Uniqueness) If U E 9, and if V and V’ are end reductions of U at M. 
M c U, then there is an isotopy h,: V + U rel M so that h,V = V’ and h,, is the inclusion 
of V in U. 
Example. Let K be a compact 3-manifold with dK f 0, let U = 8, and let 
iM, G &i2 c M, E k be submanifolds so that each Mi is K minus an open collar on ZK. 
Then U and $1, are end reductions of U at M,, but CJ and .\;r, are not ambient isotopic in U. 
COROLLARY 2.3.1. Zf U E I and V is an end reduction of U at M, M E U, then V is 
isotopic to a component of a constructed end reduction of U at M. 0 
The next two theorems show that an end reduction “inherits” certain properties from its 
parent manifold: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let U be in 3 and let V* be a constructed end reduction of U at M, 
M E U. Let X E V* be compact and let a be a loop in V* -X that pushes to the ends of U 
in U - (X u M). Then a pushes to the ends of V* in V* - (X u M). 
THEOREM 2.5. Let U be in 2” and let V* be a constructed end reduction of U at M, M E U. 
Zf U is end 1-mocable, then V* is end l-movable. 
$3. SURFACES IN 3-IMANIFOLDS 
We record some basic facts. They are either immediate or established results in the 
literature. The first will be used to prove that end reductions inherit end 1-movability. The rest 
will be used to prove the strong engulfing property of end reductions. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let N, M, W be 3-manifolds, R a union of components of ZN, and assume 
N c M and R c * c M. Let N’ be obtained from N by completely compressing R in W. If a is 
a loop in N’, then r is homotopic in N v N’ to a loop in N n N’. 
Proof: This follows from the fact that the inverse operations to adding 2-handles and 
removing l-handles are the operations of drilling holes and adding l-handles. 
LEM~~A 3.2. Let M and N be compact 3-manifolds with N irreducible and let R be a closed, 
incompressible surface in &. Any map f: (M, ?M) + (N, N - R) is homotopic rel i-M to a map 
g: (M, CM) -+ (N, N - R) which is transuerse to R so that g - ’ (R) is incompressible in M. 
Proof. This was introduced in [20, 133, is stated in [21, Prop. p. 601 and a proof can be 
gotten from [13, Lemma 6.53 and [21, Lemmas 1.1.2-1.1.51. 
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LEMMA 3.3. If R is a closed, orientable, connected surface other than S’, then any two 
disjoint incompressible, closed, connected surfaces in R x I are parallel. 
Proof. See [21, Prop. 3.1 and Cor. 3.21. 
LEMMA 3.4. A map f: R -+ R’ of closed, orientable, connected surfaces, neither a ‘-sphere, is 
homotopic to a homeomorphism iff f, is an isomorphism on 7~~. 
Proof. This is usually stated with instructions to follow the outline of a corresponding 3- 
manifold theorem. See [21, Lemma 1.4.33 or [13, Theorem 13.11. 
LEMMA 3.5. Two closed, connected, incompressible surfaces, neither a 2-sphere, in an 
irreducible 3-manifold are isotopic iff they are homotopic. 
Proof: See [21, Cor. 5.51. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let M be an orientable 3-manifold and let Q and R be disjoint, closed, 
connected, 2-sided surfaces embedded in M. If Q and R represent non-trivial elements [Q], [R] 
of H,(M) that have a common nonzero multiple, then [Q] = f [RI. 0 
$4. END REDUCTIONS: PROOFS 
Proof _of Theorem 2.2. (Strong Engulfing Property) Let U, V, M, K, and L be as in the 
hypothesis of Theorem 2.2. By the weak engulfing property there is an ambient isotopy 
h,: U + U fixed off a compact subset of U - M with h, = 1, and K E h, V. What we must 
find is an isotopy h’ that has all the properties of h and in addition is fixed on a neighbor- 
hood of L. Let M, G V be regular in V with L u h;‘(K) E M,. Since no component 
of CJ - V is bounded, Lemma 2.2 says M, can be chosen regular in U with a,M, 
incompressible in C: - M. We have L c M, and, letting Mz = h,M,, we have K c Mz. 
We want our h’ to carry M, to M2 without moving L. The idea will be to 
move d,M, to alMz missing L and to do it one component of Z,M, at a time. 
Let {Xi} and (Yi;, 1 I i I n be the components of Z1 M, and 8, M,, respectively, so that 
h, (Xi) = x for each i. We let the isotopy hp: U -+ U be the identity for each t. We assume 
inductively, for an integer k < n, that an isotopy h:: U -+ U exists that is fixed off a compact 
subset of U - L with hi = 1, and h: (Xi) = Y for i < k + 1. We desire an hf+ ’ that does all of 
theaboveandalso has h:+‘(Xk+l) = Y,+,.Theisotopy h: that we willget thiswayis the h’we 
seek since M,, M, ate connected, L c M, n M,, and h: will fix L. It will suffice to find an 
isotopy g1 (non-ambient) that carries hi (X,, 1) to Y,, 1 in U - (L u ( uisi,r;)) since this can 
be extended by the isotopy extension theorem (for locally unknotted isotopies) to an ambient 
isotopy & that is fixed off a compact subset of U - L and fixed on ( U,,,x); then S, can be 
“added to the end” of the isotopy h: to give h:+‘. We obtain gr by modifying the existing 
isotopy carrying hi (X,, 1) to Y,, 1 which consists of the “reverse” of h: followed by h. 
Let Q = h:(X,+,), S =Ykil, and R = (U , skx) u Z1 L. We will be done if we find an 
isotopy (non-ambient) carrying Q to S in the complement of R. A key tool will be the 
following lemma whose proof will be given after the remainder of the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let U be an orientable, irreducible 3-manifold, let Q, S and {R,), 1 I i 5 n, 
be closed, connected, 2-sided, incompressible surfaces embedded in U, none a 2-sphere, 
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so that Q n & = S n I$ = & n Rj = 0 for all i # j. Assume all the surfaces represent 
nontrivial elements of Hz(U). If Q and S are homotopic in U, then there is an isotopy 
h:QxI~Uwithh,=landh,(Q)=Ssothatforeachi,lIi~n,eitherh-‘(~)=~or 
there is an si in (0, 1) with h-‘(R,) = Q x {Ei). 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. (Cont.) Since L, M, and Mz are connected, M j; 0, and no 
component of U - L, U-M, or CJ - Mz is bounded, we have that each of Q, S, and 
each component of R represents a nonzero element in H, (U - M). Since h, and h: are 
isotopies we have [Xi] = + [&I for each i and [X,,,] = + [h:X,+,]. We can thus 
apply Lemma 4.1, with { Ri} the components of R, to conclude the existence of an isotopy 
0: XLcl x I + U-M with 0, = hi and BiX,, i = Y,,, , with 0 transverse to R, and 
with tI_‘(Ri) empty or a single Xk+i x {Ei} for each component Ri of R. We are done 
when we show 8-‘(R) = 0. 
Note first that if two different components of d, L are homologous in U-M, then they 
are the boundary of a compact 3-manifold Z in U - M. Either Z E L - M or Z E U - L. The 
first is impossible since L is connected and M # 0. The second is impossible since no 
component of U - L is bounded. Similarly no two different components of ?i M, are 
homologous in U - M. Thus, using the isotopies h, and h:, we have hi Xk + 1 not homologous 
to any 8 for i # k + 1. 
Now if 8-‘(R) # 0, then e-‘(F) # 0 for some i I k or e-‘(Ri) # @ for some 
component Ri of d, L. If the first occurs, then we contradict he last sentence in the paragraph 
above. If t he second occurs, then 8- ’ (Rj) must be nonempty for some component Rj of 8, L 
with Rj + Ri since 8 is transverse to R, since hi Xk + 1 and Y, + 1 lie outside L, and since B- ’ ( Ri) 
is only a single Xk+ 1 x {E). This also leads to a contradiction of the paragraph above. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let cp: Q x I = U be a homotopy with ‘pO = 1 and 
cpi: Q + S a homeomorphism so that cp IQ x i is transverse to Q u S u (u Ri). Let 
X = rp-’ (Q u S u (u Ri)). By Lemma 3.2, we can assume each component of X is 
incompressible in Q x I. By Lemma 3.3, we can assume that each component of X is of the 
form Q x {E} with E in (0, 1). By Lemma 3.6, cp on any component of X must be a degree 
one map, and thus induce a surjection on ni. Since Q is incompressible, cp on a component 
of X must induce an injection on rri. Thus by Lemma 3.4 we can assume cp is an embedding 
on each component of X. If a component of X maps to Q v S, then we discard an un- 
needed part of the domain. (Recall X c Q x 1.) If two components Xi, X2 of X map to 
one Ri, then we discard the part of Q x I between X, and X, and use ‘plX, and (plX, to 
glue the remaining pieces together so that a continuous homotopy from Q to S still exists. 
At the end we are left with a chain of homotopies, each of which can be turned into an 
isotopy (within a compact submanifold containing the image of the relevant homotopy) 
by Lemma 3.5. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. (Uniqueness) By Lemma 2.2, we can assume the existence of 
exhaustions (V,), i 2 0, and (Vi), i 2 0, of V and V’, respectively, with V, = Vb = M, 
with all K and VI regular in U, and with all 8, Vi and d, Vi, i 2 1, incompressible in U - M. 
We will construct by induction a sequence (hi), i 20, of ambient isotopies of U and 
subsequences (w), (Wi) of (K), (VI), respectively, so that W! c h’; W E W;+1 and 
hf+ ’ 1 Wi = hf 1 Wi. We can then set h, = lim hf 1 V. That h, is well defined and has the right 
properties is left to the reader. 
Let hp = 1, W, = V0 = Wb = Vb = M. Suppose that for i I n, the objects hj, W and 
WI+1 have been defined with the required properties. By the strong engulfing property, there 
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is an isotopy 6, with B,, = 1, with 0 fixed on h: W,, so that W:, + 1 c 0, h; V. Choose W,_ 1 from 
amongthe(v)tocontain W,sothat WA,, ce,h; Writ,. By the strong engulfing property, 
wecan similarlyget anisotopy cpt withqo = 1, cp fixed on W;,,,anda M/L,, from the (VI) to 
contain W;+ i so that B,h; W,,, E ‘pl WA,,. Let q, be O,, for I in [0, 41 and (p2 _ Zr for t in 
[$, I]. This follows first 0 and then the “reverse” of cp. Now q is fixed on h; W, and has 
W:,, c qlh; W,,, E Wj,+,. Now let h:+’ = q,>h:. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let (Ni) be the exhaustion of V* as constructed in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. By dropping a finite number of entries from (Ni) we may assume that fii, 
contains X and the loop CL. The statement that a pushes to the ends of C! in U - (X u M) 
means there is a proper map 6.: S’ x [0, 1) + U with image (6) in II - (X u M) and with 
CrlS’ x (0) = z. Let A, be the component of E-‘(N,) containing S’ x {O>. Let B, be the 
union of A, and all bounded components of (S’ x [0, 1))-A,. The set B, is an annulus 
containing S’ x (0). Since 6,N, is incompressible in U-M, and since all components 
of B, -A, are disks, we can alter 5 on B, -A, to get a map ?i, so that 5, IA, = &IA,, so 
that &,(B,) E N,, and so that E,(B, -A,) c di N,. Similarly let A, be the component 
of 6;’ (N2) containing B,, and define B, and & as above so that B, E Int &, 
&IA1 = 6, [AZ, &(Bz) E N,, and E,(Bz -A,) E Z,N,. Let /I be the limit of the 
Ccr on u Bi. The set u Bi is homeomorphic to S’ x [0, 1) and /I shows that u pushes 
to the ends of V* in V* -(X u M). 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Let (Ni), i 2 0, be the exhaustion of V* as constructed in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1. By taking a subsequence and renumbering, we can use the hypo- 
thesis that U is end l-movable to demand that the exhaustion (Mi) of U from which (iVi) is 
derived has the property that, for each i 2 1, each loop in U - Mi+ 1 pushes to the ends of 
U in U - Mi. Again by taking a sequence and renumbering we can demand that, for each 
i>l, for each x in V*-Ni+i there is a proper map r: [0, co) + V* with r(0) = .Y and 
image r in V* - Ni. Now let a be a loop in V* - Nj, j 2 2. Let N, contain image (z). We 
obtain (N, - IVj) from (M, - Mj) by completely compressing d(M, - Mj) in U - M. 
Thus by Lemma 3.1, CL is homotopic in (M,- Mj) u (Nk- Nj) to a loop d in 
(M, - Mj) n( N, - Nj). NOW a’ pushes to the ends of U in U - Mj_ 1. Since by con- 
struction Mj- 1 contains Nj-2, we conclude that u pushes to the ends of U in U - Nj-2. 
Theorem 2.4 now says a pushes to the ends of V* in V* - Nj_,. 
$5. COMPRESSION TRACKS 
This section contains machinery for controlling compression procedures and getting 
several compression procedures to cooperate. It will also be used to analyze the relationship 
between pairs of end reductions. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let M and N be 3-manifolds with M c A. Let R be a 2-sided surface in N with 
aR E JM and with a neighborhood of dR in R contained in M. Assume either (a) R is a union of 
disks; or (b) N is irreducible and R is incompressible in N. Then an embedding h: R + N exists 
with 
h(R)n(N-M) cR n(N-M) 
which is 1 on a neighborhood of dR so that h(R) n M is incompressible in M. Further, in case (b), 
h can be chosen isotopic to 1 rel some neighborhood of JR. 
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Proof. Choose an embedding h: R +Nwithh(R)n(fi-M)cRn(N-M)whichisl 
on a neighborhood of CR so that the number of components of h(R) n CM is minimal. In 
case (b), also insist that h be isotopic to 1 rel some neighborhood of tR. In all cases 
h(R) is incompressible in N. If h(R) n A4 compresses in M, then a disk D exists in Af with 
D n h(R) = dD and dD bounds no disk in h(R) n M. But ZD bounds a disk E in h(R) 
and h can be altered on h-‘(E) to give a map h’ with h’h-‘(E) = D and h’ = h off h’(E). 
This reduces the number of components of h(R) n 2M. In case (b), h’ is isotopic to h 
rel R-h-‘(E). 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let N c M be 3-manifolds, let R be a compact union of components of 
dN, and let W be a submanifold of M with R E W, Then there exists a compact, planar surface 
(possibly empty) (P, dP) E (W - 6I, R) which is incompressible in W - 64 so that if Z is any 
neighborhood of P in W - 6I, then it is possible to completely compress R in W bcith the 
compression confined to (W n N) v Z. 
Proof. In completely compressing R in W, a sequence of handles Hi with cores Di are 
added or removed. The cores are pairwise disjoint. We can require that the Di for each 2- 
handle Hi have Di n ( W - &‘) incompressible in W - &I. (Use Lemma 5.1 with W - 8 playing 
the role of M.) If P’ = v Di where the union is taken over those i for which Hi is a 2-handle, 
then P = P’ n ( W- I”?) is incompressible in W- &‘. Let T’ = u Hi where the union is again 
over those i for which Hi is a 2-handle. Let T = T’ n ( W- &Ii). The compression of R in W 
using the Hi has compressions confined to (W n N) u T. But T is a relative regular 
neighborhood of (P, dP) in ( W- &, R) so an isotopy can be found carrying T into 2. 
Notation. Given the situation of Proposition 5.2, we call Pa compression track for (N, R) 
in Wif P is chosen to have the smallest number of boundary components among the surfaces 
satisfying the conclusion. The surface R can be completely compressed in W by only removing 
1 handles from LV iff P is empty. 
LEMMA 5.3. Given the hypotheses of Proposition 5.2, if P is a compression track for (N, R) 
in W, then P = 0 or R u P does not retract to R. 
Proof The reader can show that if R u P retracts to R, then the 2-handle Hi with lowest i 
that is added to A’ while compressing R is not legal since its core Di has 20, trivial on the 
surface that remains to be compressed at step i. Thus no 2-handles can be added. 
56. THE EVENTUALLY END IRREDUCIBLE CASE: CLOSED END REDUCTIOSS 
Of the next three sections, the first two contain the proof of the End Description Theorem 
and the last contains the End Classification Theorem. In all three sections, compact pieces of 
noncompact 3-manifolds will be analyzed by using various special cases of the main theorem 
of [l]. We briefly note here the statement of this theorem and the consequences that we will 
need. We say a compact 3-manifold M is totally peripheral rel B if B is a compact surface in 
2M (not necessarily connected) and every loop in M is freely homotopic into B. If B = aM, 
then we simply say M is totally peripheral. The following is Theorem 3.1 of [l]. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let M be a compact, orientable 3-manifold that is totally peripheral rel B. 
Then there is a component C of B so that n,C -+ x1 M is onto. 0 
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We give the next statement as a corollary because it follows easily from Proposition 6.1 
and the product theorems for j-manifolds (see Ch. 10 of Cl;]). However, it is also an 
intermediate stage in the proof of Proposition 6.1 and is given as Theorem 3.3 of [l]. 
COROLLARY 6.1.1. Let M be a compact, orientabie, irreducible 3-manifold that is 
totally peripheral rel B and assume zlBi --* rcl 1M is injectice for each component Bi of B. 
Then either M is a 3-bail or there is a component C of B so that the pair (IM, C) is 
homeomorphic to (C x I, C x (0)). 0 
We will always be either in the special case where B = ?;\I or where B is a union of 
components of SM. We will also know that ?M contains no 2-spheres. Thus we will be able to 
conclude from Corollary 6.1.1 that ,M = F x I where F is a closed, orientable surface that is 
not S’. 
We also get information when the injectivity hypothesis of Corollary 6.1.1 is not satisfied. 
We say a connected 3-manifold ,Vf is a compression body if there is a closed surface F (not 
necessarily connected) so that M is obtained from F x I by attaching l-handles along F x (1). 
For such an M there is also a closed, connected surface F' so that ,Vf is obtained from F’ x I by 
attaching 2-handles along F’ x {Oj. To see this, extend the ends of the cores of the l-handles 
of the first description (these cores are arcs) along the Z-fibers of F x I until they end in 
F x {O}. Regular neighborhoods of these extended arcs are 2-handles in _\/I, and we let the 
reader check that the closure of :Cf minus these 2-handles is a product. A compression body 
M always has a component C of Z&Z with 7c1 C --+ 7cI &f onto. If .\I is not a punctured product 
(a product minus the interiors of pairwise disjoint 3cells that are in $f ), then this component 
C must be the surface F’ x {l} of the second description. 
COROLLARY 6.12. Let M be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold thut is totally 
peripheral rel B where B is a union of components of ?M. Then M is a 3-ball or a compression 
body, and further there is a component C of B with 7~~ C - x1 IM onto. 
Proof: We only sketch the following proof. We get C from Proposition 6.1. Obtain iLI’ 
from M by completely compressing C in M. All moves are to remove l-handles. One checks 
that M’ is totally peripheral rel C’ where C’ is the surface that results from compressing C. 
Now Corollary 6.1.1 applies to the components of M’ and the result follows. 
In the rest of this section we show that elements of 2 that are end l-movable have 
arbitrarily large end reductions that are the interiors of compact submanifolds (called closed 
end reductions), and we show that closed end reductions are very well behaved. Unfortunately 
if an element of S? is exhausted by closed end reductions then it must be end l-movable. (We 
omit the straightforward argument for this since it is not needed in this paper.) Thus closed 
end reductions will not arise in other settings. 
We say a noncompact 3-manifold L is a deleted boundar) manifold if there is a compact 
3-manifold N so that Li = 1V - R where R is a union of components of PN. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let U be in 27 and assume that U is ecentually end irreducible and end 
l-movable. Then U is a deleted boundary manifold. 
Proof. There is a regular exhaustion (Mi), i 2 0, of C so that each ~,Mi, i 2 1, is 
incompressible in L’ - M, (each c’ - ‘Vi must have no bounded components for i 2 0), and SO 
that for i 2 1, each loop z: .S’+ CT - Mi extends to a proper map 5: S’ x [0, 1) + Li - M,_ 1 
where 5rl.S’ x {O> = z. It is now a straightforward matter to show that each component of 
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w,+ 1- ,~fi), i 2 1, satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 6.1.1 and is a product. It is now easy 
to show that U is homeomorphic to .\I, - ?I ‘\I,. 
DEFINITION. Let U be in 2“ and let iM c U be regular. IfN c U is regular and M E N, 
then N is a closed end reduction of U at M if N - S,N is an end reduction of U at M. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let U be in2, let IV G U be regular and assume that U is end I-mowble. 
Then there is a closed end reduction of U at M. 
Proof. Let V be an end reduction of C; at M. By Theorem 2.5, Vis end l-movable and by 
Proposition 6.2, there is a regular Win V with 121 E W so that V- W is homeomorphic to 
d, W x [0, 1). There is an isotopy fixing &I from Vto W - Z1 W, so Wis a closed end reduction 
of iJ at M. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let U be in SF’“, let M & U be regular, and let N be a closed end reduction of U 
at M. Then SIN is incompressible in U - M. 0 
LEMMA 6.5. Let U be in 2 and let M c U be regular. Let N,, and N, be closed end 
reductions of U at M with N, E N, - ;I N,. Then 
(N, --No, S,N,) 2 @,N, x I, ZlfYO x (0)). 
Proof: By uniqueness there exists an embedding h: N, -+ N, with h(N,) = N, and h = 1 
on M. By Lemma 6.4, h(2, N,) = ZI N, is incompressible in N, -M. Consider h”(?,N,) for 
all n. This is an infinite family of incompressible surfaces in N, - 1M. By the Haken finiteness 
theorem [12, p. 481, for each component C of ?I N,, h”(C) and h”(C) are parallel for some 
m + n. An easy argument with Lemma 3.3 completes the proof. 
LEMMA 6.6. Let U be in 9 and let M’ s M be regular in U. Let N be a closed end 
reduction of U at M. Then.to completely compress S,N in U - M’, it is su$icient to remoue 
l-handles from N. 
Proof. Let P be a compression track for (N, 2, N) in C: - M’. We will show P = 0. 
We will build a constructed end reduction I’* of U at $1 as follows. Let (iv,), i 2 0, be a 
regular exhaustion of U with M, = .LI and with (N u P) G M,. By Lemma 6.4, 2, N is 
incompressible in U - hf. Thus for i 2 1, handles used to compress S, Mi in U - i%f can be 
confined to U-N. But P is incompressible in C-N. Thus the handles can be further 
confined to U - (N u P). With these restrictions each S, ‘Vi, i 2 1 is completely compressed 
in U - 1M giving a V* with (N u P) E V*. If Vis the component of I’* containing M, then V 
is an end reduction of U at M with (N u P) c V. By uniqueness V is homeomorphic to 
N-d, N so there is a regular 2-submanifold, Z, in V such that (N u P) c 2 and Z is a 
closed end reduction of U at 1M. But by Lemma 6.5, Z -IV is a collar on ?t N and Z,N u P 
retracts to 2, N. By Lemma 5.3, P must be empty. 
LEMMA 6.7. Let U be in 2 and let ;M’ E M be regular in U. Let N be a closed end reduction 
of U at M. Let N” be obtained from N by completely compressing S, N in U - M’. Then the 
component, N’, of N” containing M’ is a closed end reduction of U at M’. 
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Proof: We must check (i)-(v) in the statement of Theorem 2.1. We alter the order. 
(i) Clear. 
(iii) This follows easily from the incompressibility of S, N’ in U - M’. 
(iv) There are no bounded components of CJ - N. By Lemma 6.6, N” is obtained from N 
by removing l-handles from N. Thus U - N” is obtained from U - N by adding 2-handles. 
___ - 
This operation cannot create bounded components. Going from U -N” to U-N’ simply 
merges various components of U -N” with adjacent components of N”. Again no bounded 
components are created. 
(ii) If S is a 2-sphere in N’ - M’, then S bounds a ball B in U - M’. Since U - N’ has no 
bounded components, B must lie in N’. 
(v) If K c U is connected and regular with M’ E K and with d,K incompressible in 
U-M’, then we must find an isotopy h, of N’ with h, = 1, with h, fixed on M’, and 
with K c h, (IV’). Isotopy extension then finishes the argument. By Lemma 5.1 we may 
assume c,K meets S,N transversely and 2, K n (U-N) is incompressible in U-N. (The 
spaces U-M’, U -?i and S, K here correspond to N, M and R in our application of 
Lemma 5.1.) By an argument identical to one used in the proof of Lemma 6.6, we con- 
struct a closed end reduction Z of U at M with 
NnS,KcNu[d,Kn(U-N)]GZ 
and Z-N a collar on d,N. Thus an isotopy cpt fixed on M and U-Z exists, p0 = 1, 
and ‘pi(K) E h’. Since N” is obtained from N by completely compressing 8, N in the 
irreducible U-M’, and since the surface ‘pt (d,K) c fi is incompressible in U-M’, 
Lemma 2.4 tells us that an isotopy 8, exists fixed off a compact subset of U-M’ with 
B0 = 1 and with 8,cp,(d,K) disjoint from the l-handles removed (Lemma 6.6) from N 
to create X”. Since B,cp, (K) is connected and contains M’, this says Bicpi (K) E N’. The 
desired isotopy is the “reverse” of 0, : pt. 
57. PROOF OF THE END DESCRIPTION THEOREM: GENERAL CASE 
We must show that if U is in 9’ and is end l-movable, then U is Hawaiian-ended. Our 
analysis of U takes the form of analyzing an exhaustion of U, so we must identify those 
properties ofan exhaustion that will make Cl Hawaiian-ended. Let U be in 9“ and let M, N be 
regular in U with M c N - S,N. We say the pair (N, M) is semi-elementary if there are 
compact 3-manifolds M’ and M” with M E M’ E M” c N, so that (M’- M) is a collar on 
d, M, so that M” is the disjoint union of M’ and R x I where R is a closed, orientable, possibly 
empty, not necessarily connected surface with no 2-sphere components, and so that N is 
obtained from M” by attaching l-handles at z1 M”. The quintuple (N, M”, M’, M, R) is a 
srructure for the semi-elementary pair (N, M). If (N, M) is semi-elementary, then it is 
elementary if each component of N - M contains exactly one component of d, M, if there is at 
most one component, denoted Q, (N, M), of N - M which is not a product, and if there is a 
component of z,N nO(N, M), denoted d, (N, M) so that 
is onto. We use ?_ (N, M) to denote (31t M n @(N, M). If all components of N-M are 
products, then Q(N, M) will denote some fixed component of N - M with 
d, (N, M) = 2, N n D(N, M) and d_ (N, M) = S,M n @(N, M). 
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LEMMA 7.1. The semi-elementary pair (N, M) is elementary iffor some structure (N, M”, 
M’, M, R) for (N, M), there is a component t+ M’ of S, M’ so that N is obtained from M” bl 
attaching l-handles af S+ M’ u (R x {l}). 0 
If L: E S, then a regular exhaustion (M,), i 2 0, of CT is semi-elementary if, for all i 2 0, the 
pair (!Mi+ 1, Mi) is semi-elementary. We say the exhaustion is elementary if for each 
component Wof CJ’ - M, and for each i 2 1, the pair ( W n Mi + r, W n Mi) is elementary and 
S-r(WnMi+17 WnMi) = f3_(WnMi+,, WnM,.,). 
The next lemma, whose proof we leave to the reader, is an exercise in sliding around the 
attaching sites of l-handles. 
LEMMA 7.2. If U is in 5, then U is Hawaiian-ended ifl it has an elementary exhaustion. 0 
Now we must show that if U is in S and is end l-movable, then U has an elementary 
exhaustion. The proof has two steps. The first is to show that U has a semi-elementary 
exhaustion, and the second is to show that this exhaustion is in fact elementary. 
Step 1. That U has a semi-elementary exhaustions follows immediately from: 
Claim. Let N be a closed end reduction of U at M, M c U (Proposition 6.3) where loops 
in U- ,Mpushto theendsof Uin li,andlet M, beregularin Uwith N c M,.IfN, isaclosed 
end reduction of CJ at MI, then the pair (N,, N) is semi-elementary. 
In the course of proving the claim, we will prove the following sublemma which will be 
used both here and in Step 2. 
SUBLEMMA 7.3. Each component C of U - N retracts to dC. 
Proof of claim and sublemma. First note that every closed surface embedded in U - M 
separates U - M since if not, a simple closed curve in U - M piercing a non-separating surface 
once could not push to the ends of U. 
We now consider N, -N. Since a, N is incompressible in U-M, we can completely 
compress d, N, in U-M to obtain N” with N E N”. (The compressions can be chosen to 
miss N.) By Lemma 6.6, N” is obtained from N, by removing l-handles. Let 1V’ be the 
component of N”containing N. By Lemma 6.7, N’is a closed end reduction of iJ at M,and by 
Lemma 6.5, N’ - N is a collar on ZI N. Let G be a component of N, - N. Since components of 
8, N separate U - M, G hits one component of d, N. Thus G consists of a compact 3-manifold 
joined to a collar on (G n d, N) by l-handles. The l-handles can be arranged to be attached to 
this collar at a single disk, and from this it can be seen that G retracts to (G n 2, N). Thus N, 
retracts to N. This gives a step towards the sublemma. Now exhaust U by nested closed end 
reductions. Each is a retract of the next. It is easy to put together a “telescoping” retraction 
that retracts all of U onto N. This gives the sublemma. 
Now let L = N” -N’. The claim will be proven when we show that each component of 
L is of the form R x I where R is a closed, orientable surface not a 2-sphere. Every loop 
in N, -M pushes to the ends of U in U, so every loop in N, - M homotops to a loop in 
U-N,. The sublemma applied to N, shows each loop in N, -M homotops in S, to a 
loop in ?,N,. Since N” is obtained from N, by removing l-handles, it now follows that 
each loop in N” - M homotops in N” to a loop in C1 N”. But L is disjoint from M, so each 
loop in L homotops in L to a loop in S, L = aL. Thus L is totally peripheral. In addition 
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P,N” is incompressible in U - iLI, so ?L c ?,N” is also. An argument identical to the 
demonstration of points (iv) and (ii) in the proof of Lemma 6.7 shows that each component of 
L is irreducible. Now Corollary 6.1.1 gives the required structure for each component of L. 
Step 2. From Step 1 we can assume that U has an exhaustion (N,), i 2 0, about which we 
know the following. There is a sequence (&ii), i 2 0, of regular submanifolds in U so that each 
Ni is a closed end reduction of U at M, and Ni E Mi + 1. Loops in U - M, push to the ends of 
U in CJ. (More can be said about where loops push, but will not be needed.) Each iVi is a retract 
of U. No component of any S,iVi is a 2-sphere. Each pair (Nj, N,),j > i, is semi-elementary. 
Each component of Nj - Ni hits Ni in one component of Z1 -Vi. 
We know Nj - N, is made of a collar on d, Ni, l-handles and a space of the form Ri, j x I 
where Ri. j is a closed, orientable, not necessarily connected surface with no component a 2- 
sphere. Identify Ri, j with Ri, j x {j}. We call the components of Ri. j the core surfaces of 
(Nj, Ni). Note that Nj is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of Ni, the core surfaces of (Nj, iVi)> 
and a finite number of circles. Thus the core surfaces of (Nj, Ni) are incompressible in Nj. 
Since N,is a retract of U, they are also incompressible in il. If R is a core surface of (Nj, Ni), it 
separates U - M, by the argument in Step 1, so it separates U - N,. But every component of 
d,N, separates U, so R separates U. 
Now let 0 I i <j be integers and let R be a core surface of (Nj, Ni). The surface R 
separates Nj, and we let A be the component of Nj - R containing Ni, and let B be the 
component ofNj - Rdisjoint from Ni. Weclaim that the homomorphism n,R + niBis onto. 
The component of N, - Ni containing R intersects Ni in a single component F of Z1 Ni. We 
know F is not a 2-sphere, so there is a loop a in F that is nontrivial in Ni. Since Ni is a retract of 
U, a is nontrivial in U. The operation, up to homotopy type, of building Nj from Ni is the 
operation of wedging surfaces and circles to Ni with R being one of the surfaces. Thus a does 
not homotop into R in Nj. Let Cc be a loop in Nj - Ni which is based at some x in R, which is a 
conjugate of a and which lies entirely in 2. Let p be an arbitrary loop in 8 based at x. The loop 
@resides in U - Ni so it pushes to the ends of U in U. In particular it homotops in U to a loop 
in U - Nj. Since Nj is a retract of U, rp homotops in Nj to a loop in diNi. Specifically it 
homotops off R in Nj. The domain of this homotopy is an annulus. Since R is incompressible 
in U, we can arrange that the inverse image of R under the homotopy is a single spanning arc 
in the annulus. One complementary domain of the arc in the annulus demonstrates that either 
EC or p homotops rel its endpoints in A or Binto R. Since it cannot be 5, it must be p. Since /? 
was arbitrary, the claim is proven. 
Consider a component G of N, - Ni, j > i 2 0. Let F be the surface G n hFi in ~,Ni. If G 
is more than just a collar on F, then G is a collar on F joined to R, x I by l-handles where 
R, is the union of the core surfaces of (Nj, Ni) in G. Let R be a component of R,. Let 
B be the component of Nj- R disjoint from Ni. Since none of the pieces joined by 
l-handles in creating G are simply connected, we cannot have any l-handles attached at 
Z(R x I) n B and still have n,R -+ x18 onto. Thus for each component R of R,, only 
one component of Z(R x I) has l-handles attached. 
Now let F be a component of d, N,. Let G, be that component of Ni - N, containing F. If 
all Gi are homeomorphic to F x I, we are done. Assume some Gi is not. By the previous 
paragraph, one component of 3Gi n Z1 Ni intersects the boundaries of all the l-handles in Gi. 
Call this component Z+Gi. Consider components of Nj - Ni, j > i, that hit Gi. If these are all 
products, we are done. Assume some component of Gj of Nj - N, intersects Gi and is not a 
product. Let ~+Gj be that component of dG, n Z1 Nj intersecting the boundaries of all 
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1-handlesinGj.SinceS,Gi sS,lViandZ_Gj ~Z,Nj~wecannot haved+G, = 6+Gj,andwe 
will be done when we show Gj n G, = C, Gi. 
Assume Gj n Gi is some component R’ of ZGi other than C + Gi. The surface R’ is parallel to 
a core surface R of (Ni, :V,,) n G which is incompressible in Nj - N,. The space Ni u Gj is a 
retract of ti since each component of Cl- (Ni v Gj) retracts to its boundary. Thus an 
argument identical to one above shows that n,R’ -+ xIGj is onto. But d, Gj is the only 
component of ZGj that carries nlGj if Gj is not a product, and we know R’ # C+Gj. This 
contradiction shows Gj A Gi = Z,Gi and we conclude that (Ni) is an elementary exhaustion 
of u. 
$8. THE END CLASSIFICATION THEOREM 
In this section we associate with each end l-movable U in 2” an object called a chart, we 
define an equivalence relation on charts, and we show that two end l-movable manifolds in 9“ 
are end homeomorphic iff their associated charts are equivalent. 
We use our description of Hawaiian manifolds in $1 to describe certain standard 
neighborhoods of the ends of those manifolds that we consider. Recall that a Hawaiian 
manifold is defined as the interior of a union of spaces Q. and l-handles J, where there 
is one Q. for each a in a set of integers A. We extend the notation of $1 by letting 
d_ Qa = ?Q, - a+Q. = R, x (0) for a 2 0. We define three kinds of end neighborhoods. 
Let A be a set of consecutive integers and let H, be a Hawaiian manifold constructed 
using A as in $1. If A includes all nonnegative integers, then a canonical end neighbor- 
hood of type I is a space homeomorphic to (H, --aHA) u 8_Qo. Note that this space 
has a countable number of isolated ends converging to one limit end. If A consists 
precisely of the nonpositive integers, then a canonical end neighborhood of type II is a space 
homeomorphic to (H,, - ZH,,) v a-Q,,. This space has one end. A canonical 
end neighborhood of type III is a space homeomorphic to R x [0, 1) where R is a con- 
nected, closed, orientable surface not a 2-sphere. This space has one end. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let U be a Hawaiian-ended 3-manifold. Then for every compact K E U, there 
is a regular L E U with K E L so that each component of U-L is a canonical end 
neighborhood. q 
We see that the space of ends of a Hawaiian-ended 3-manifold is a compact O-dimensional 
set with a finite number of limit points. Our charts will be defined on the space of ends. Thus 
we defme a chart to be a function p (with specifications to follow) whose domain is a compact 
set X which is O-dimensional nd has a finite number of limit points. The value p(e) for an 
isolated point e in X is either a strictly positive integer or co. The value p(e) for a limit point e 
in X is an ordered pair @I (e), p2 (e)) where p1 (e) is a neighborhood of e in X and p2 (e) is either 
a strictly positive integer or co. Further it is required for every isolated e’ in PI(e) that 
p(e’) < co and also that p,(el) and ,ul(el) be disjoint whenever e, and e2 are distinct limit 
points in X. For notational convenience we let p(E) be in the sum 
if E is a finite set of isolated points in X. Let p and $ be charts on X. We say p’ is a derived chart 
of p if 
(i) p’(e) = p(e) for each isolated e in X, 
(ii) cl’, (e) s p1 (e) for each limit e in X, and 
(iii) p;(e) = p2 (e) + pbl (e) - p; (e)] for each limit e in X. 
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Note that p1 (e) - ~1 (e) is a finite set. 
Let p be a chart on X and let q be a chart on Y. We say ,D and q are isomorphic if there is a 
homeomorphism h : X + Y so that 
(i) q(h(e)) = p(e) for each isolated e in X, 
(ii) q,(h(e)) = b(pc,(e)) for each limit e in X, and 
(iii) ~~(h(e)) = pz(e) for each limit e in X. 
We say two charts are equivalent if there exist derived charts of each that are isomorphic. This 
relation is easily shown to be an equivalence relation. 
Let U be a Hawaiian-ended 3-manifold and let L c U be regular so that each component 
of U - L is a canonical end neighborhood. We will define a chart p(U, L) on the space of ends 
of U. For an isolated end e of U, we let p (U, L)(e) be (4) [rank H, (e)]. This is independent of 
L, so we can simply write p(e) for p(U, L)(e). If e is a limit end of U, then some component Z 
of U-L is a neighborhood of e and is a canonical end neighborhood of type I. We let 
p1 (U, L)(e) be the set of ends of Z. To compute p2 we let Y be a union of pairwise disjoint 
neighborhoods in Z of all the isolated ends of Z so that each component is a canonical end 
neighborhood cf type III. Let g be the genus of dZ and form the space Z* by sewing a 
handlebody H ofgenus g to Z by a homeomorphism from 8H to aZ. We let p2 (U, L)(e) be the 
rank of H, (Z*, Y). Note that the homeomorphism type of Z* does not depend on how His 
attached. The following lemma shows that p2(U, L)(e) does not depend on Y. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let U be a Hawaiian-ended 3-manifold so that p(e) < crj for each isolated end e 
of U. Let Yi, i = 1,2, be a union of pairwise disjoint neighborhoods of all the isolated ends of U 
so that each component is a canonical end neighborhood of type III. Then Y 1 is ambient isotopic 
to Y, by a proper isotopy of U. w 
Proof. A proof is easily put together using Lemma 3.3. 
The goal of this section is the next theorem. It will establish the desired invariance result, 
and it will also show that the equivalence class of p(U, L) is independent of L since U is end 
homeomorphic to itself. 
THEOREM 8.1. (End Classification Theorem) Let U, and U2 be Hawaiian ended 3-manifolds 
and for i = 1, 2, let Li c Ui be regular SO that each componenr of Ui - Li is a canonical end 
neighborhood. Then U, is end homeomorphic to U2 iff p(U,, L,) is equivalent ro p&J?, L,). 
Most of the work in proving this theorem is contained in the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 8.3. Let Z be a canonical end neighborhood of type I and let L G Z be a compact, 
not necessarily connected submanifold so that dZ E L and so that each component of Z - L is a 
canonical end neighborhood. Then exactly one component Z’ of Z - L is a canonical end 
neighborhood of type I and L is a connected compression body so that n, dZ’ + 7~~ L is onto. 
Proof: If L has a component K disjoint from aZ, then let K* be the union of K and all 
components of Z - K that intersect K. Since all components of Z-L have connected 
boundary, K* will be a proper subset of Z with no frontier in Z. Thus L is connected. 
Since Z has one limit end, exactly one component Z’ of Z - L must be a canonical end 
neighborhood of type I. All other components of Z - L are canonical end neighborhoods of 
type III. Let Z,, . . . , Z, be the components of Z - L of type III. Let e be the limit end of Z. 
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Every loop in 2 pushes to e in Z, so every loop in L pushes to e in Z. Since each of Z, , . . . , Z, 
is a product and none is a neighborhood of e, we can conclude that every loop in L pushes to e 
in Z - u (Zi). Since i-Z’ is a retract of Z’, we have that every loop in L homotops in L to a loop 
in ZZ’. Since no component of c?L can be a z-sphere, L is irreducible and the lemma follows 
from Corollary 6.1.1. 
LEMMA 8.4. Let U be Hawaiian-ended and let L, c L, c U be regular so that for i = 1,2, 
each component of U - Li is a canonical end neighborhood. Then p (U, L1) is a derived chart of 
F(U, L,). 
Proof: For convenience, let Jo = p(U, L,) and let p’ = (U, L,). The charts ,D and ,D’ agree 
on the isolated ends of U. Let e be a limit end of U and let Z and Z’ be, respectively, the 
components of U - L, and U - Lz that are neighborhoods of e. Let L = L2 n Z. We know L 
is a compression body with n,dZ’ + 7c1 L onto. 
We have P; (e) c p’l (e) so we need to compare p;(e) and am. Let Z,, . . . , Z, be the 
components of (U-L,) n Z other than Z’. Form a handlebody H from L by sewing 
handlebodies H,, H,, . . . , H, to L where H, is sewn to dZ and Hi is sewn to dZi for 
1 I i I n. We have ?H = dZ’. Let Y, = Z, u . . . u Z,, and let Y, be a union of pairwise 
disjoint neighborhoods of the isolated ends of Z’ so that each component is a canonical end 
neighborhood of type III. We now have 
pLz(e) = rank H,(Z u H,, Y, WY,), and 
p;(e) = rank H, (Z’ u H, Y,). 
But there is an embedding of Z u H, into Z’ u H that extends the identity on Z’ u L so that 
the complement of the image consists of the cores of the handlebodies H,, . . . , H,. It is now 
a straightforward exercise using the product structures available in the compression body L 
and in the canonical end neighborhoods Z and Z’ to verify that 
p;(e) = pz(e)+ (genus H, + . . . +genus H,). 
But if ei is the end of Zi, 1 I i I n, then $(ei) = p(ei) = genus 2Zi = genus Hi 
Proof of Theorem 8.1. The “if” direction is straightforward. The “only if” direction 
follows from Lemmas 8.1 and 8.4 and from the definition of end homeomorphic. 
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